Official GRE® Mentor
This online course offers MORE practice than ever before with the best test prep offerings from the makers of the test. Get 600+ practice questions plus skill-building content to help you brush up — all housed in one easy-to-use platform. Set personalized goals, proceed at your own pace and get immediate performance feedback. This course includes a voucher to take a timed practice test (POWERPREP PLUS® Online – Practice Test 2). $100

POWERPREP PLUS® Online
Get the experience of taking the actual GRE General Test and much more! Three official practice tests (sold separately), each containing a different set of real test questions, simulate the test experience and provide scores within minutes for all three measures, explanations for correct answers and a score report that summarizes your performance. $39.95

POWERPREP® Online Practice Tests
Two online practice tests that simulate the actual GRE General Test, including the test-taker friendly design features you’ll encounter on test day, an on-screen calculator and more! FREE

The Official Guide to the GRE® General Test, Third Edition
This guide features two actual, full-length practice tests, hundreds of authentic GRE test questions, explanations for many answers, test-taking strategies, sample essay responses with reader commentary and more. Two additional full-length tests are offered through the free POWERPREP® Online. Available in print and as an e-book. $40

Official GRE® Verbal Reasoning Practice Questions Volume 1, Second Edition
For even more in-depth practice, this book provides an additional 150 real Verbal Reasoning questions with complete explanations and valuable hints and tips. This guide also includes new practice for the Analytical Writing measure. Available in print and as an e-book. $20

Official GRE® Quantitative Reasoning Practice Questions Volume 1, Second Edition
This book provides an additional 150 real Quantitative Reasoning questions with valuable explanations and tips. This guide also includes a review of math topics you need to know for the test. Available in print and as an e-book. $20

Official GRE® Super Power Pack

Official GRE® Value Combo
This e-book bundle includes the Official GRE® Quantitative Reasoning Practice Questions Volume 1, Second Edition and the Official GRE® Verbal Reasoning Practice Questions Volume 1, Second Edition for a total of 300 questions. $37

ScoreItNow!™ Online Writing Practice
Use this online tool to sharpen your writing skills. Practice responding to GRE Analytical Writing tasks, receive immediate, confidential scores on your responses, review sample responses and general suggestions for improving your essay-writing skills and more. $20

Additional test prep, including videos, webinars, overviews of the measures, Math Review and Math Conventions are available at ets.org/gre/prepare.